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in this issue. . .
Somewhere

	

between

	

the

	

November- December
issue ant] this one our interest turn(.(] full scale to the
rising drug problem in the land . As a result this month's
Sooner has not one but two looks at the issue . One
is reprinted from the Harvard Medical Alumni

Bulle-tin and is a doctor's explanation ofthe various drugs
and what they will do . The second article is geared
to OU's own program of education to prevent students
from abusing drugs, We didn't go nut and interview
any addicts or load up on statistics . Instead we took
a sober look at a sobering problem, anti we hope you'll
take the time to read them both and perhaps do some-
thing about the problem in your own community .

As promised, we have examined the surface of
the money issue at the University . ;1 subject we hope
to go into in greater detail in later issues . Money is
so dear to the hearts of so many people, yet it is
amazing how few people really understand the budget
woes of higher education . This issue's interview is
with Ronald T. McDaniel who has been director of
the Alumni Association since bast July . The usual
campus notes are in the back hits and pieces of
not too startling ]lilt lit one 1! '1,
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Sooner Magazine is published bimonthly by the University of Oklahoma Associ
ation. Mail.
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cover photo---Appropos of nothing inside, this month's cover
is both a bit of nostalgia and an icy chunk of reality . Snow,
not too common at OU, managed to close the University
entirely for one day during Christmas break and stayed in an
icy grass to greet students who returned in early January.
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